
PREVIEW FROM HOST LODGE
N A T H A N  G A T E S  -  H O S T  L O D G E  C O O R D I N A T O R

Tsali Lodge is very excited to be hosting Cornerstone Conclave this

April 23-25 2021 at Camp Daniel Boone. The theme for this year's

Conclave is “True Service Always Lives Inward” symbolizing doing

cheerful service to others from within oneself. All events throughout

Conclave will be Covid-friendly, ensuring the health of all

participants. 
     

The safety of participants, members, and staff is the Host Lodge’s top

priority in conducting Cornerstone Conclave this year. Please review

the Code of Conduct before attending to be sure of all of the

reasonable requests. Frequent hand washing, mask wearing at all

times, and social distancing are the major item attendees need to

follow. Be sure to check your temperature before departing for

Conclave.
     

Reminders: There will be NO signal and NO Wifi at Camp Daniel

Boone. There is NO electricity in campsites and generators are NOT

permitted at camp so, plan to bring extra battery packs. The Host

Lodge is also asking that attendees carpool as much as possible and

as safely as possible for those who are carpooling. This allows the

check-in process to move quickly while having to take temperatures.

Tsali is ready to help, Tsali is ready to serve, and Tsali is ready for you!
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COVID PROCEDURES

Mindful of health and safety at conclave, here’s a few reminders

about the event’s COVID procedures! Every delegate is required

to provide to their lodge an updated BSA Medical Form &

COVID-19 Waiver, and all lodges will submit their forms and

waivers at their contingent check-in. Temperature screenings

will be taken as vehicles enter the camp facility. As vehicles are

temperature screened, anyone with a temperature 100.04

degrees or more will be unable to enter the event as well as

anyone riding in their vehicle. Masks and face coverings are

required to be worn throughout the event’s duration with

exception to directly eating or drinking. Within each ditty bag

will also be a conclave mask and sanitizer, as well, and

Arrowmen are encouraged to wear this mask throughout the

weekend. Lodges are requested to bring at least one (1)

thermometer to help with temperature screenings leaving the

event to assist contract tracing purpose. Social distancing will

be enabled throughout the weekend, and Arrowmen are

encouraged to be mindful of potential symptoms and illness

leading into the weekend. If you cannot locate your COVID

Waiver, contact your Lodge Chief / Adviser and visit sr5.org to
print a new waiver under the Document Library tab. 

H E A L T H  &  S A F E T Y  A T  C O N C L A V E

OFFICER ELECTIONS

Saturday night will host our Section Officer Elections for

the 2021-2022 term. Open for election will be the

offices for SR-5 Secretary, Vice Chief and Section Chief –

If you plan to run for office, here’s a few things to

remember! All candidates must be under 21 years of

age for the entire term in office until conclave 2022.

Each candidate is required to submit a Letter of

Approval from their Scout Executive to the Section

Adviser upon nomination, and this letter should be

emailed to section.adviser@sr5.org before conclave

weekend, or can be printed and turned into the Section

Office on-site upon nomination. For more information

on election procedures, visit sr5.org and see the

election procedures on the Document Library! 

S E C T I O N  O F F I C E R S  2 0 2 1 - 2 0 2 2

DON'T FORGET TO WEAR YOUR MASK, WASH

YOUR HANDS, & SOCIAL DISTANCE



TRAINING PREVIEW

This year, we completely changed our training initiative

by removing judging and inviting highly qualified and

experienced trainers. Additionally, we put together a list

of relevant training topics that will span the full range of

experience and duration spent in the Order. We will also

feature some roundtable discussions as part of our

training offerings including a Turtle Talk from our

section officers. Overall, we are looking forward to

providing a great new training experience for everyone

at conclave this year. Don’t forget to get trained, get your

passport stamped, and earn your participation pin!

C O L E  T A Y L O R  -  T R A I N I N G

PROGRAM PREVIEW

 Chariot Race – Bob White  

 Fire Building – Muscogee  

 Knot-Tying Relay – Tsali  

 Tent Pitching – Santee  

 Archery – Eswau Huppeday  

 Arrow/Softball – Skyuka  

 Cross Country Run – Unali’ Yi  

 Rope Throw – Atta Kulla Kulla  

 Canoe Race – Catawba  

 Egg Toss – Itibapishe Iti Hollo  

 Ultimate Frisbee- Section Staff

We’re excited to provide a great program for the inaugural
cornerstone conclave. Following is the events being hosted as
well as the lodge that is running the event:

M A X  R O B I N S O N  -  P R O G R A M  C O O R D I N A T O R

This year unlike previous years the seeding for
Ultimate Frisbee and Tug of War was randomly
generated, the seeds are as follows: 
Ultimate Frisbee: 
1-Eswua Huppeday, 2-Tsali, 3-Muscogee 4-Santee, 5-
Unali’ Yi, 6-AKK, 7-Skyuka, 8-Catawba, 9-Itibapshe Iti
Hollo, 10-Bob White 
Tug O’ War: 
1-AKK, 2-Catawba, 3-Unali’ Yi, 4-Skyuka, 5-Santee, 6-
Itibapshe Iti Hollo, 7-Bob White, 8-Esswua Huppeday,
9-Muscogee, 10-Tsali

TRAINING SCHEDULES WILL BE AVAILABLE AT CHECK-IN & IN SATURDAY'S FIVE FEATHERS!



CATAWBA 459

This year, Catawba Lodge has chosen the phrase

"Turning the Corner" as our theme for this

Conclave. The lodge flap details a Scoutmaster

and his Scouts looking over mountains with a

sunrise quickly approaching. The lodge dangle

depicts our Lodge mascot Meck with a mask on

giving a thumbs up with a sunrise in the

background. The sunrise that is present in each

of the patches represents newfound hope in the

return to safely gathering with our friends, family,

and Brothers. Catawba Lodge is excited to

participate in Cornerstone Conclave this year as it

will be the largest event for us since the

pandemic started in March of last year.

ROBERT  SEATE -  CATAWBA  CHIEF

ATTA KULLA KULLA 185

Atta Kulla Kulla is proud to announce its theme for

the 2021 Cornerstone Conclave to be Appalachian.

This means we will be dressing up like the Good ole

Boys! AKK chose this theme after taking in themes

created by the Lodge, the officers voted on which

theme would be the most fun and that we could

easily do. All members of AKK are excited to

compete with the other Lodges of SR-5! To the left

is the patch design. Can't wait to see the other

designs from the other Lodges. 

J O S H U A  K I R C H N E R  -  A K K  C H I E F

LODGE THEMES



TSALI 134

As the host lodge for the 2021 Cornerstone Conclave,

Tsali Lodge’s theme for our Conclave patches this

year is the same as the overall Conclave theme, “True

Service Always Lives Inward.” The idea for this theme

came from our Host Lodge Committee who wanted

to inspire a future generation of Arrowmen to find

how they can best serve their fellow scouts by using

their own personal skills and talents.

Our patch set features a scenic view of the mountains

near Camp Daniel Boone with the sun rising over the

Inaugural Cornerstone Conclave. This design is also

seen on the Conclave participant patch. There are

three different flap borders, a blue delegate flap, a

red service lodge flap, and a green workdays flap in

addition to a dreamcatcher dangle. 

I can’t wait to see you all at the 2021 Cornerstone 

Conclave, April 23-25 at Camp Daniel Boone!

S A M U E L  B R O W N  -  T S A L I  C H I E F

BOB WHITE 87

The Bob White Lodge’s Cornerstone Conclave

theme is COCO. With inspiration from the Disney

Film and the abbreviation made from the first-

ever Cornerstone Conclave: COCO. The Bob White

Lodge will be sending a contingent with spirit

items revolved around the Day of the Dead. We

are excited to welcome you to COCO with our

new spin on the rebrand of our Conclave!! Our

patch set has two flaps: our delegate patch has a

pink border and our trader has a green border.

PARKER  POWELL -  BOB  WHITE  CHIEF

LODGE THEMES



SKYUKA  270

Based upon the internationally famous painting

show hosted by Bob Ross, Skyuka Lodge’s 2021

Cornerstone Conclave theme is the Joy of

Brotherhood. With this theme, we plan to

embody the spirit of Bob Ross and his joyous

attitude, especially in our case, the joy of the

brotherhood we all share in the Order of the

Arrow. After a very dull year with limited

Scouting events, we are looking forward to

bursting with color at Camp Daniel Boone and

spreading the joy. Featured below is our “work of

art" 2021 Delegate flap and accompanying easel.

COLE  TAYLOR  -  SKYUKA  CHIEF

LODGE THEMES

ESWAU HUPPEDAY 

This year our annual theme and the theme for Cornerstone Conclave is Mad Max. Our theme will

be focused on both the old and newer mad max movies that have come out since 1979.

A A R O N  L A W S  -  E S W A U  C H I E F



ITIBAP 188

This year, Itibapishe Iti Hollo chose their Conclave

theme to be electricity. This is a part of this year’s

theme of the elements (e.g. water, air fire, etc.). Our

Conclave patches show two Tesla coils making a

beaver with electricity with a nice blue border on

the delegate patch and a neat yellow border on

the trader. Our shirts are black with a yellow

lightning bolt going across it like an OA sash and

the event, our lodge name, and the year. The back

shows the lightning beaver on our patches in

yellow and says “Itibap 188”. Our spirit items this

year are blue foam lightning bolts. Itibap looks

forward to being a lodge that is strong in spirit this

year.

ANDREW  ADLER -  I T IBAP  CHIEF

UNALI'YI 236

Unali’Yi Lodge could not be more excited for this year’s Section Conclave because this year we have all

become entrepreneurs and stock market brokers! Our theme this year is Business! We are taking

inspiration from all aspects of the business world: Wall street, Corporations, banks, and small business.

This theme came to our minds when a lodge member brought it up at our LLD Weekend. Spirit items

you might see from our lodge are business attire, briefcases, fat stacks of cash, and you might even see

one of our employees handing out business cards for Unali’Yi Incorporated.

J A C K S O N  B O G G S  -  E S W A U  C H I E F

LODGE THEMES



Cornerstone Conclave 2021 is here! In just a few 

short days we will be gathering at Camp Daniel 

Boone to celebrate the fellowship among SR-5 

lodges, compete in section-wide activities in the Quest for the Golden Arrow,

experience outstanding training educating our lodge leaders, and building

community between our ten lodges. As we’ve been unable to gather since 2019, we

are excited to safety welcome Arrowmen from across the area this weekend.  

Behind the scenes, there has been an outstanding team of leaders within Tsali Lodge

who have worked tirelessly to prepare and build a successful conclave program, as

well as our group of section coordinators who continue in service to bring an exciting,

enjoyable and fun program as we gather at Camp Daniel Boone next weekend. We

greatly appreciate each member in Tsali Lodge as well as our section coordinators and

advisers who have worked so hard to plan and prepare these past several months. 

Some new highlights to look out for this year will include a new hybrid shows model,

where our weekend shows will be a mixture of both live entertainment and also

virtual components never seen before at our conclave programs. This year also brings

a new conclave-wide game and scavenger hunt in the Cornerstone Challenge!

Arrowmen will have the opportunity to complete objectives in the challenge and

receive a commemorative challenge patch once complete.  

We are excited to see you at Camp Daniel Boone next weekend, and can’t wait to

experience Cornerstone Conclave 2021 with you! Don’t forget to pack your favorite

patches for trading, get ready to compete in Quest for the Golden Arrow, and bring

the excitement as each lodge competes for the Spirit Award. Get excited and we will

see you this weekend! 

 

Yours in the Spirit of Cheerful Service,  
Robert Bolton, Jr. | SR-5 Section Chief, 2020-21 

CHIEF'S
CORNER
F R O M  T H E  S E C T I O N  C H I E F

TRAVEL SAFE TO CAMP DANIEL BOONE, AND WE
WILL SEE YOU SOON!


